Theme: The Voyage – Around the World

All Saints Academy Primary School
Year: 2

Subject: Geography, DT, Art, Music
Geography

7 Continents

Countries around the world

Location and place knowledge
Expected

Name the World continents and oceans.

Locate the 7 continents of the World on a World map or globe.

Locate the 5 oceans of the World on a World map or globe.

Locate the equator on a World map or globe.

Locate the North and South Poles on a map of the world or globe.
Human and Physical Geography

What should I already know?
Location and place knowledge

Name the countries of the UK

Name the capital cities of the 4 countries within the UK.

Locate the countries of the UK on a map.

Locate the capital cities of the countries of the UK on a map.

Identify characteristics of the four countries of the UK.
Human and Physical


Use basic geographical vocabulary to describe physical and human features
(e.g. valley, dunes, harbour, pier, mosque, port).




Seasonal patterns of the UK (Autumn, Winter, Spring, Summer).
Describe key features of seasons in the UK.



Identify daily weather patterns of the UK.




Use World maps, atlases and globes to locate the countries of the UK.
Find information about the local area using aerial photographs.
Recognise simple features on maps such as buildings, roads and fields.
Know that symbols mean something on maps.
Know the meaning of some basic Ordnance Survey symbols.
Draw a simple map
Make observations of the local area through fieldwork
Use a range of locational and directional language to describe a
route.(e.g. route to school)
Use maps to talk about everyday life
Use symbols on their own maps

Understand what the equator is.



Identify hot and cold areas of the world in relation to the equator and
the North and South Poles.




Key information
Traditions

5 Oceans

Vocabulary
Continent– A large land mass separated by oceans
Equator – An imaginary line drawn half way between the North and South Pole.
Ocean – Salt water that covers almost ¾ of the Earth’s surface.
Globe – A rounded object that shows a map of the world
Country – Continents are divided up into separate countries eg France,
Germany

Use basic geographical vocabulary provided to describe the physical and
human features of locations
Identify similarities and differences between locations (UK & nonEuropean) using some geographical vocabulary

Geographical Skills & Enquiry


Geographical Skills & Enquiry











Understand that a World Map shows all of the continents, countries
and oceans of the world.
•
Use World maps and globes to locate the 7 continents and 5
oceans of the World.
•
Use locational and directional language to describe location
(e.g. North America is above South America. Asia is to the right of
Europe. Africa is below Europe.).

